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OUR VISION
To be the global leader in teaching the creative process from imagination to innovation.

OUR MISSION
To develop opportunities that inspire the global community of learners to utilize
diverse approaches in applying 21st century skills and creativity.
The Destination Imagination program is a fun, hands-on system of learning that fosters students’ creativity, courage and curiosity
through open-ended academic Challenges in the fields of STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics), fine arts
and service learning. Our participants learn patience, flexibility, persistence, ethics, respect for others and their ideas, and the
collaborative problem solving process. Teams may showcase their solutions at a tournament.

LETTER FROM THE CEO &
BOARD OF TRUSTEES CHAIR
Dear Friends and Destination Imagination Colleagues

The DI Program

Our Board of Trustees and staff have contributed to this annual report to provide
you with a summary of this year’s activities. Feel free to use this report as a
yearbook or as a way of introducing Destination Imagination to new constituencies.

Project-based learning initiatives are finally making their way into school curriculum;
however, this shift is not yet widely adopted and many projects do not transfer 21st
century skills. The Partnership for 21st Century Learning (P21) studied a number of
these school initiatives. Through the Exemplar Program, P21 is working to identify,
document, promote and celebrate examples of successful 21st century learning.
Destination Imagination became platinum member of P21 to interact with industry
practitioners and to learn industry best practices for 21st century learning methodology.
These best practices are taken into account as we develop our Program materials.

More than the Sum of Its Parts
I still remember how overwhelmed I was during my first day working at Destination
Imagination. I struggled to find my footing as I imagined ways in which I could inspire
an organization that was so inspirational to me. I finally recognized that Destination
Imagination (DI) could be thought of as a system—a group of related parts that work
together to achieve a purpose. This sounds simple until you begin to realize that for
this definition to apply to our organization, the word “parts” must be replaced with the
word “people.” The people of DI have formed a highly complex and interconnected set
of structures, behaviors, processes, procedures and programs that combine to form a
unique familial culture aimed at achieving a purpose. Team Managers, Affiliate staff, DI
staff, Boards of Trustees, online communities, tournament volunteers, and University of
Tennessee staff annually combine efforts to ensure that our program participants gain
the 21st century skills they will need to thrive in an ever-changing world. I believe that our
global people system is a major strength of DI and one that will carry us forward over the
long term. One thing is for sure: Destination Imagination is more than the sum of its parts.

Operational Results
For the first time, our revenues exceeded $12 million; however, expenses exceeded
budgeted expectations. Our actual net income results were $45,000 compared to
$157,000 the prior year. If you would like to read a more detailed financial summary,
our audited financial statements are included in the back of this publication.
Destination Imagination participation has steadily grown 20 percent over the past
five years. International expansion has been the primary driver of this growth.
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Global Finals Presented by Disney

International Invitational

This was the largest event in the history of Destination
Imagination with 1,468 team presentations and more
than 17,000 attendees. Two of the highlights of this year’s
event were Disney’s sponsorship and attendance by
astronaut Buzz Aldrin. Disney hosted 11 skills-based
workshops that were led by its very own cast members
and employees, including renowned animator Mark
Henson, imagineer MK Haley, and theatrical educators
Lauren Chapman and Matt Zambarano. Dr. Aldrin
spoke to attendees about Mars as the next frontier to
conquer. NASA’s interactive Journey to Mars exhibit
provided a video and several hands-on activities to
further students’ understanding of Mars and space
exploration. Students attending Global Finals had
the opportunity to participate in more than 100 skills
workshop sessions and popular events such as the annual
3M Duct Tape Costume Ball. More than 500 DI volunteers
from around the world made this event possible.

China hosted our first International Invitational which
brought teams from around the world to engage in crosscultural experiences. In February 2016, DI Qatar will
host the Invitational. Global readiness is a 21st century
skill and DI will continue to provide opportunities and
education to ensure our student participants gain this skill.

Our Future
DI will continue to ensure that our Challenge program
prepares students for the future workforce, college and
life. Our leadership is involved with the Partnership for
21st Century Skills, the Project Learning Network, the
Project Management Institute, American Chemical
Society, AICPA, Society for Neuroscience, American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the
American Psychological Association, and many other
organizations to ensure that our programming is meeting
best practices for education and relevant for student
success in the future workforce. We are committed to

the training of our volunteers through DI University and
through our Affiliate infrastructure so that our student
participants are empowered with the teamwork and
creative process skills they will need to become the next
generation of innovators, leaders and industry pioneers.
Our Board of Trustees and staff hope that this annual
report will allow you to reflect on this past year and
recognize the significant contributions made by
our sponsors, volunteers and alumni, who are so
important to our program’s success. Without their
support and the support of our partners and sponsors,
Destination Imagination would not have the resources
to expand throughout the world. This has been
a great year and we can’t wait to see the student
solutions to our Challenges for the next DI season.
Sincerely,

Dr. Charles R. Cadle
CEO

Ms. Pamela Schroeder
Board of Trustees Chair

CHALLENGE

PROGRAM
Each year, students from 48 U.S. states and 30
countries participate in the Destination Imagination
Challenge Program. After selecting one of six
open-ended Destination Imagination Challenges
in our Challenge program, teams work for months
developing, practicing and perfecting a unique
solution to their chosen Challenge. They continually
stretch their ideas from imagination to innovation
to construct some of the most fascinating and
innovative creations in the fields of STEM (science,
technology, engineering and mathematics), the arts
and social entrepreneurship each and every year.
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Team counts all over the world grew during 2015.

15,737

30

11,911

2,360

Teams Worldwide

Total Countries

US Teams

International Teams

47

1,466

92,848

Canadian Teams

Annual Participants

US States

11,427
Teams Attended
Tournaments

DI youth stand
up, speak up and
make a positive
impact on their
communities.
From hosting clothing drives to creating
mobile apps for social good, more than
4,500 Destination Imagination students
worldwide participate in our Project
Outreach Challenge each year and work
in teams to address real-world issues.
Many participate in local and state DI
tournaments to present a performance
in which they showcase their hard work
and accomplishments. Because each DI
Team Challenge includes a performance
component, many other DI teams are using
this required element to research and raise
awareness of real-world issues as well.

Massachusetts Team Raised
Money to Help Diabetic Teen

Oregon Students Worked
Together to Boost Girls’ Confidence

When a DI team from Massachusetts heard about a
young girl in their school district, McKenna, who was
struggling with Type 1 Diabetes, they set their hearts
on helping her. The group held fundraisers, reached
out to banks and other institutions, and hosted bake
sales and other events in the hopes of covering the
cost of the service dog and the training. Through the
generosity of local businesses and people in their
community, the team’s project finally became a reality
and they were able to provide McKenna with a service
dog. The dog, whose name is Dice, prevents long-term
damage to McKenna’s body by almost instantaneously
alerting her to dangerous fluctuations in her system.

According to a survey conducted by Dove, seven in 10 girls
believe that they don’t measure up in some way, including
their looks, performance in school and relationships with
friends and family members, which is why a DI team from
Oregon created a campaign to help combat the problem.
The team, called Love My Reflection, handed out more
than 100 compact mirrors in their school district with
empowering messages written inside of them, including
“You are inspiring,” “You are brilliant” and “You are
beautiful.” “I’ve learned that this issue isn’t just a local
issue, but something that affects girls around the world,”
said team member Avery Burn. “We really had no idea
that this project would impact so many people, and
we have received dozens of emails and requests from
girls, parents, and organizations to partner with us so
that they can hand out mirrors in their school or city.”
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Students in Texas Challenged
Dating Violence Legislation

Canadian Team Raised Awareness
on Childhood Cancer

North Carolina Team Received
the Spirit of DI Award

When East Texas team, Somebody’s Hot for Tone
Tone, chose to raise awareness of teen violence for
their Service Learning project, they never imagined it
would lead them to the Texas Capital. “At first we just
wanted to spread the word and educate people about
the problem and how big of a problem it was,” said
eighth-grader Ashlyn Ellgass. “We joined with Texas
Advocacy Project and the project’s just grown way bigger
than we could have ever expected.” The team raised
money to create a PSA about teen violence and then
contacted the Texas Advocacy Project for more support.
In February 2015, the girls headed to the Texas Capitol
to discuss amendments to a 2007 bill that required
students to be educated about dating violence and
continue to work with the Texas Advocacy Project.

The Structural Challenge is not just a chance for teams to
display their engineering skills, but also the opportunity
to showcase their storytelling, design and performance
skills. For their performance, team Hood Rats from
Canada wrote and performed a play about a young girl
who is diagnosed with cancer. The audience watched
as the young girl went through the stages of grief, from
initial denial to the final stage of acceptance. The team
used photography in their sketch to help emphasize
the stages of grief, creating the cancer awareness
symbol out of photographs on a large, white backdrop.

In DI, a select number of teams are given awards for
going above and beyond in their performance. At
Global Finals 2015, team Valley Springs Middle School
from North Carolina was given the Spirit of DI Award
team for their Structural Challenge solution, which
featured a performance on the subject of bullying.
During their performance, the team portrayed the
harmful effects of bullying on a young girl by tearing
petals from a team-designed flower each time she
was harassed. Throughout the story, the girl began
to lose her confidence, hope and self-esteem. With
the petals gone, the flower withers away and dies,
symbolizing the shattered spirit of a child who is bullied.

Nine U.S. Affiliates achieved team count growth over 25% from 2013-14 to 2014-15.

Pennsylvania
88%

Georgia
96%
2013-14 45

2013-14 8

2014-15

2014-15

88

Montana
25%
2013-14
2014-15

Louisiana
25%

Kentucky
50%

2013-14 59

2013-14 14

15

2014-15

North Carolina
53%

24

2013-14
30

2014-15

40

74

New York
27%
2013-14

61

2014-15

2014-15

Rhode Island
100%
2013-14 7
14

2014-15

21

West Virginia
63%
123
156

2013-14
2014-15

24
39
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Destination Imagination team counts grew worldwide.

India
300%

Qatar
547%

2013-14 2
2014-15

Cayman Islands
167%

2013-14 24
8

2014-15

2013-14 3
186

2014-15

Poland
136%

Turkey
27%

2013-14 50
8

2014-15

2013-14 254
118

2014-15

322

GLOBAL
FINALS
In 2015, Destination Imagination hosted its
largest Global Finals to date. More than 17,000
participants, volunteers and supporters from
41 U.S. states and 15 countries gathered at the
University of Tennessee in Knoxville to take part
in Global Finals, the world’s largest celebration of
student creativity. 1,468 teams had the opportunity
to showcase their innovative Challenge solutions,
interact and build friendships with students from
across the world, and immerse themselves in an
experience of a lifetime. Attendees also had the
opportunity to participate in interactive exhibits,
camps and skills workshops, as well as enjoy
performances by pop sensation, The Exchange,
and an appearance by legendary Apollo 11
astronaut, Buzz Aldrin, at the Welcome Ceremony.
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Disney Inspired the Next Generation of
Dreamers and Doers

Souvenir Sales: Long Lines Were Worth the
Wait for Exclusive Merchandise

In 2015, Disney supported creativity for thousands of students at Global Finals. Disney,
the event’s presenting sponsor, hosted 11 skills-based workshops that were led by its
very own cast members and employees, including renowned animator Mark Henn,
Walt Disney Imagineer MK Haley, and Disney Theatrical educators Lauren Chapman
and Matt Zambarano. Through the workshops, students gained insights into the
importance of collaboration in creative teams, key principles of animation that bring
Disney characters to life, and the importance of sound, lighting and movement for
stage performances. As an added treat, Global Finals guests also had the chance
to view Disney’s animation hit Big Hero 6 on the big screen at World’s Fair Park.

For Global Finals participants, the Souvenir Sales store in the Innovation Expo was a stop
that could not be missed. This year’s Souvenir Sales featured the newest Destination
Imagination keepsakes and apparel ranging from commemorative pins and t-shirts
designed specifically for this year’s event to brain games and books. The store also
featured three t-shirt designs created by Destination Imagination participants. In addition
to Destination Imagination products, Souvenir Sales was home to many creative products
offered by our Global Finals sponsors and entertainers, including official merchandise
from Buzz Aldrin’s ShareSpace Foundation and vocal pop group, The Exchange.

Innovative
Companies
Showcased Their
Cutting-Edge
Technology, Products
& Services
The Innovation Expo at Global Finals gives
participants the opportunity to engage
with leading originations in the technology,
engineering, science and education industries.
This year, the Innovation Expo featured
interactive exhibits where participants and
attendees could test the latest technology
and products from organizations including
3M, NASA, Microsoft, Oracle Academy, the
U.S. Space & Rocket Center®, Space Camp®,
Mayo Clinic Fitness Zone and Vizitech.

NASA Invited Families to Take a
Journey to Mars

International Teams Came Together
to Celebrate Global Creativity

Legendary Apollo 11 Astronaut
Shared Stories with Students

At the Global Finals 2015 Innovation Expo, participants
of all ages had the opportunity to participate in a custom,
interactive NASA exhibit that boasted a Mars simulation
experience, a 30-foot inflatable Space Launch System (SLS)
rocket, Mars research and artifacts, a ‘Create Your Own
Mars Colony’ kinetic sand station, images from the Hubble
Space Telescope, a Journey to Mars selfie spot scavenger
hunt, and a ‘Train Like an Astronaut’ agility course. In
addition to the exhibit, NASA hosted seven different
skills workshops to help provide elementary through
high school students with an in-depth understanding
of different elements involved in space exploration.

Global Finals isn’t just an opportunity for top-tiered teams
to showcase their Challenge solutions; it’s a multi-cultural
event that promotes global diversity. Each year, more than
300 DI teams from the U.S. and Canada are paired with
teams from around the world, including China, Poland,
Turkey and Qatar, to learn more about each other’s
culture, celebrate their creativity, and learn a few new
words and phrases along the way. Teams also support
one another by watching Team Challenge performances
together and attending events such as the annual Passport
Party, where students can take a trip around the world
without leaving the University of Tennessee campus.

At Global Finals 2015, participants and families were
treated to an out-of-this-world appearance by Buzz
Aldrin at the annual Welcome Ceremony. The legendary
Apollo 11 astronaut spoke to students about the need for
new innovators to push the boundaries of the universe
and explore Mars, as well as the work his ShareSpace
Foundation is doing to spark more children’s interest in
science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics
(STEAM). In addition to speaking at the Welcome
Ceremony, Aldrin hosted a sold-out Q&A workshop,
where kids had the opportunity to ask him about
everything from what it’s like to walk on the moon and float

Students Learned from the Pros
Through Skills Workshops Series

Students Got Creative at the
Scotch Imagination Treehouse

Kids Trained Like Astronauts with
the U.S. Space & Rocket Center

Our Global Finals Skills Workshops are designed
to give participants of all ages the opportunity to
work with and learn from industry experts. From
computer coding to costume design, students had
the opportunity to participate in more than 100 Skills
Workshops sessions hosted by some of the most
innovative companies, musicians and creators, including
legendary astronaut Buzz Aldrin, award-winning singer
Paula Abdul, Disney animator Mark Henn, vocal pop
sensation The Exchange, and Broadway star Sarah Berry.

Destination Imagination participants are no strangers
to duct tape and its many uses. At Global Finals 2015,
participants of all ages helped transform a white, 4,500
square-foot treehouse into a colorful, vibrant work of art
thanks to Scotch and 3M duct tape. The Scotch Imagination
Treehouse was one of the most popular attractions at
the Global Finals Innovation Expo, with more than 5,000
students, parents and supporters adding their duct tape
touch to this one-of-a-kind, collaborative masterpiece.

At the Innovation Expo, the U.S. Space & Rocket Center®
challenged kids to a put their adventure skills to the test
with their and Space Camp® Multi-Axis Trainer, a machine
that simulates the disorientation an astronaut would feel
if an emergency took place on their flight. This was the
U.S. Space & Rocket Center’s second year hosting their
interactive space exhibit for Global Finals participants.
Students also had the opportunity to test their research,
problem solving and engineering skills through several
space-themed Skills Workshop sessions that the U.S. Space
& Rocket Center hosted throughout the four-day event.
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Destination Imagination & First Book
Gifted Knoxville Students 40,000 Books

Grammy Award Winner Paula Abdul Gave Powerful
Message on Self-Esteem and Perseverance

Destination Imagination and First Book partnered to support East Tennessee educators
and program leaders serving children in need. Through the partnership, 40,000 brand
new books were donated to educators and program leaders in the greater Knoxville
area. DI participants, parents and volunteers helped sort and organize the books
over the course of three days at the Global Finals Innovation Expo. The books were
distributed to educators and program leaders in the area on May 23. As a nonprofit
organization dedicated to fostering literacy, creativity and STEM learning, DI regularly
partners with organizations, like First Book, that match its vision for youth education.

Internationally acclaimed singer, dancer and choreographer, Paula Abdul, teamed
up with Dr. Bill Dorfman, celebrity dentist and founder of the LEAP foundation, to
host the Win Against All Odds Skills Workshop for high school and college students
attending Global Finals. In the workshop, Abdul gave personal testaments about how
her fighting spirit allowed her to achieve success by not conforming to the mold, while
Dorfman spoke about how hard work and dedication can stretch one’s success to new
and different fields. Abdul and Dorfman also shared tips and strategies with students
on ways they can improve their self-confidence and persevere in all aspects of life.

Thousands took to social media for the world’s
largest celebration of student creativity.

Our YouTube videos were
viewed over 84,000 times
during Global Finals 2015.

The #GlobalFinals15 hashtag
was used 5,251 times.
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We expanded resources for volunteers, educators and parents.
Our website had 389,368 users, 50,000 of which were new visitors. Our blog readership grew by 62%.

Tips for Teams Series

Alumni Spotlight

Team Manager Tips Series

Our alumni and veteran DI-ers helped students
became problem solving pros, offering advice on
everything from brainstorming to budgeting.

Each month, we highlighted the accomplishments
of our DI alumni and how they are applying the skills
learned in DI to real-world projects.

With the help of some of our experienced Team
Managers, we launched a new blog series to provide
tips, advice and resources for new Team Managers.

We continued building a bigger, stronger community of supporters worldwide.
Facebook grew by 37% (7,205 people)

Twitter grew by 46% (2,707 people)

Pinterest grew by 109% (680 people)

Instagram grew by 60% (1,200 people)

SPECIAL

PROJECTS &
PARTNERSHIPS

Destination Imagination is a driving force in the 21st century
learning movement, bringing together diverse individuals
and organizations to help empower the next generation
of leaders and innovators. Through collaborations
with NASA, 3M, Disney, Mayo Clinic, Oracle Academy,
Project Management Institute Educational Foundation,
ShareSpace Foundation, Motorola Solutions Foundation,
PCG Education, National Geographic, Morgridge Family
Foundation, U.S. Space & Rocket Center, Partnership for
21st Century Learning, and other industry organizations,
DI has been able to inspire and engage more than 1.5
million students in a wide variety of programming that
touches many disciplines.
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November 2014

December 2014

DI & PCG Education Expanded Project-Based
Learning Opportunities for Teachers

DI China Hosted Second Annual
International Invitational

In November 2014, DI partnered with PCG Education, a leading U.S. provider of
K-12 education consulting and technology solutions, to advance project-based
learning opportunities for teachers. Through the partnership, PCG Education
repurposed and incorporated DI content into in-school curriculum as well as afterschool and summer camp programming. “We are thrilled to partner with Destination
Imagination and employ its engaging activities in our afterschool and summer camp
programs,” said Jim Popp, Manager, PCG Education. “This partnership will help us
broaden access to the life-changing benefits of this incredible programming, so that
thousands more deserving students will become more capable, confident and happy.”

In December 2014, DI China hosted the second annual International Invitational in
Beijing. five hundred and forty Chinese teams competed for their chance to advance
to Global Finals. In addition to local teams, DI China hosted 25 international teams
from Canada, Poland, Mexico, Korea, Turkey, Qatar and the United States. International
teams participated in a 24-hour Extreme Challenge sponsored by Disney, which tested
their research, design and collaborative problem solving skills. International teams
also had the opportunity to showcase their solutions to the 2014-15 Team Challenges.

January 2015

May 2015

DI & Oracle Academy Joined Forces to
Advance Computer Science Education

ShareSpace Foundation & Destination Imagination
Partnered to Empower Students Through STEAM

In January 2015, Destination Imagination and Oracle Academy formed a partnership
to help advance technology-based learning opportunities for students and teachers
worldwide. “The technology skills gap presents a tremendous opportunity for today’s
students and demands global attention,” said Alison Derbenwick Miller, Vice President
of Oracle Academy. “To become tomorrow’s innovators, students must develop
their creativity and computer science knowledge over a number of years.” At Global
Finals 2015, Oracle Academy hosted an interactive workshop at the Innovation Expo
as well as several computer science workshops to teach students about coding.

In May 2015, Destination Imagination entered a strategic partnership with
Buzz Aldrin’s ShareSpace Foundation to further ignite children’s passion for
science, technology, engineering, arts and math (STEAM) and inspire them
to become the next generation of space leaders who will explore the unknown.
Apollo 11 astronaut, Buzz Aldrin, joined Destination Imagination CEO, Dr. Chuck
Cadle, onstage at the Global Finals 2015 Welcome Ceremony to announce the
partnership. At the event, Aldrin and the ShareSpace Foundation staff hosted
a sold-out Q&A workshop as well as a hands-on exhibit at the Innovation Expo
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July 2015

August 2015

August 2015

DI Volunteers Collaborated
and Shared Ideas at Annual
Ignite Conference

Destination Imagination
Received 2015 Motorola
Solutions Foundation Grant

PMIEF Provided Students with
Project Management Tools and
Resources

In July 2015, Destination Imagination volunteers
from around the world gathered at the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville for the organization’s annual
Ignite conference. From generating ideas on new and
different DI Challenges to learning about successful
fundraising strategies to 21st century learning workshops,
the organization’s Affiliate Directors, Regional Directors
and Affiliate Growth Directors all came together for a
shared purpose of collaborating on their dedication and
passion for readying students for the future workforce.

In August 2015, the Motorola Solutions Foundation
awarded Destination Imagination with their Innovation
Generation Grant to help foster and support science,
technology, engineering and math (STEM) initiatives for
teachers and preschool through university students in the
U.S.—especially girls and underrepresented minorities.
“Organizations like Destination Imagination are teaching
tomorrow’s leaders that careers in engineering and
technology are not only fun, but also within their
reach,” said Matt Blakely, director of the Motorola
Solutions Foundation. With the help of the grant, DI
will continue to develop educational programming
that will help prepare students for the future workforce.

This year, Destination Imagination partnered with the
Project Management Institute Educational Foundation
(PMIEF) to provide DI teams, including Team Managers,
with essential project management tools and resources.
The PMIEF tools and resources were included in the
2015-16 Roadmap resource, which was released in
September 2015. The resource guides teams from the
start of their first team meeting all the way through to
a tournament, where they showcase their Challenge
solutions. These essential project management tools
and processes not only help teams in the design and
management process for their DI projects, but also help
them with managing school and future work projects.

Destination Imagination alumni are making a
difference around the world

4
1
In May, Destination Imagination
established the Alumni Ambassador
Program to better engage its many
alumni. Through the program,
alumni can easily get involved with
their local Affiliate by volunteering
at a DI tournament, assisting with
a skills workshop, or by helping
their chapter with outreach
efforts, including fundraising.
In addition, DI formed the first
Alumni Ambassador Council to help
expand the organization’s volunteer,
marketing and outreach efforts. The
council, which includes 14 alumni
from across the U.S., also assists staff
members on strategic development
trips to share their firsthand accounts
of how the DI prepared them for
college, their careers and beyond.

2

Kevin Hoban / Michigan
Produced the National
Geographic Channel show,
“Ultimate Survival Alaska”
“Even as an adult, I volunteer
as a DI Appraiser because
I want to be a part of that
energy,” said Hoban. “Every
time I do, I’m amazed at
the creativity kids as young
as five years old can display.”

1
4
3

2
Meghan Kolf / Wyoming
PhD student and speaker
at the Mayo Clinic Center
for Innovation’s Transform
conference in Minnesota
“Creative thinking, teamwork
and innovation are essential
for the practice of medicine
as well as for me personally.
DI was a starting point for
my soon-to-be career in
pharmacy.”

3
Kate Bishop / Virginia
Received the prestigious
National Geographic
Young Explorers grant to
continue archaeological
research in Guatemala
“The challenges that DI
throws your way may not
involve snakes, but solving
them can make
you fearless.”

4
Renee Smith / Arkansas
Peace Corps Youth
Asset Builder teaching
English in Morocco
“What I cherish most about
DI is the opportunity to be a
small part of the reason why
students are able to develop
teamwork, creativity and
problem solving skills.”
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WHO WE ARE

Our passionate staff, Board of Trustees, Affiliate Directors and
volunteers join forces each year to help inspire the next global
generation of innovators and leaders. We are 1.5 million alumni
strong and have more than 38,000 volunteers who help run
Destination Imagination programs in more than 30 countries.

Our Board

Our Staff

Chair

Office of the CEO

Pamela Schroeder

Chuck Cadle, PMP
Chief Executive Officer

Vice Chair
Louise Liddle

Secretary
Karen Anderson

Treasurer
Rosemary Bognar Pinney

Trustees
Rick Rand
Dr. Nina Schwenk
David Thomason
Max Kringen
Sarah Benczik
Rosemary Bognar Pinney
Barry Gilman
Carmine Liuzzi
Dr. Chuck Cadle,
CEO Ex-Officio,
Non-Voting Board Member

Eric Wolff
Director of Communications and
Culture and Board of Trustees
Liaison

Britt Dyer
Director of Strategic Partnerships
and Events

Roger Garriock
Director of Corporate Development

Wendy Niemann
Associate Director of Industry
Development

Administrative
Operations

Affiliate Operations
Johnny Wells

Kevin McDonough

Director of Education

Director of Administrative and
Human Resource Operations

Kris Beisel

Steve Flaa
Controller

JoAnne Quinn
Senior Bookkeeper

Delilah Passero
Customer Support Coordinator

Leonard Greenwood

Director of Educational Alliances

Brownie Mitchell
Director of Field Operations

Design & Brand
Management
Kate Grimes
Art Director & Director of
Brand Management

Christie Casselring
Graphic Designer

Tina Shaffer

Michael Judkins
Manager of Training and Outreach

Communications Coordinator
and Editor

DI Programs

Paige Curtis

Sheila Swanson

Project Manager

Director of DI Programs

Customer Fulfillment Coordinator

Mike Marcasciano

Andrew Whitmire
Associate Director of DI Programs

Staff Accountant

John Boland

Jennifer Batchelor
Program Support Coordinator

IT Administrator/ Programmer

Don Aufiero

Amanda Potter
DI Program Coordinator

IT Back-End Developer

Darlene Courter
Customer Support Coordinator
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Our Affiliate Directors
Alabama

Joseph Banks

Alberta

Connecticut
Kristen Niforos
Julie Mantius

Susan Picard
Sue Williams

Delaware

Arizona

District of
Columbia

Sylvia Maiorana

Arkansas

Mike Mitchell
Patti Thompson

Brazil

Jennifer Kagohara

Sally Gold

Sally Gold

Ecuador

Maria Gloria
Banomera

Georgia

British Columbia

Dave Lohrmann

California

Jose Luna

Cayman Islands
David Finch

Jan Darnell
Diana Dignan

China

India

Mr. Li Xiao

Rashmi Basavanhalli

Colombia

Indiana

Joan Vyner

Dick Pinney

Wilson Robayo

Colorado

Kate Donelan

Guatemala
Illinois

Denise Benczik
Bruce Newell

Iowa

Alisha Day

Israel

Michigan

Kansas

Minnesota

Noa Lahav
Lohren Meier

Kentucky

Bill Broomhead

Korea – KASI
Jung Hun Mo

Louisiana

Nancy Farley

Malaysia
May Lee

Maine

Chad Reynolds

Manitoba

Lonnie Liske

Maryland
Sally Gold

Massachusetts
Karin Knapik
Vicki Smith

Mexico

Erika Ugarte

Ted Grossnickle
Pamela Schroeder

Mississippi
Joyce Ellison

Missouri

Chuck Good

Montana

Heather Geiger

Nebraska
Kim Bejot

New Brunswick

Stephanie Patterson

New Hampshire
Jill Schoonmaker

New Jersey

Carmine Liuzzi

New Mexico
Emily Foose
Vince Urias

New York
Sue Brailey

North Carolina

Qatar

Vermont

Quebec

Virginia

Max Kringen

Nancy Lum
Vincent Lupien

Nova Scotia

Rhode Island

Washington

Ohio

Romania

West Virginia

Ontario

Saskatchewan

Wisconsin

Oregon

Singapore

Wyoming

South Dakota

Yukon

Cynthia and Tom
Kirby

North Dakota

Jerry Thibeau

Cinda Weisgerber
Mary Jo Smith
Donna Dreis
Simon Dodd

Pennsylvania
Mike Sernoffsky

Philippines

Timothy Valdez

Poland

Gosia Jastrzebska

Prince Edward
Island
Vicki Allen-Cook

Renee Rainville

Katie Jones

Lyndsay Bain
Randy Emerson
Sandra Cheng
Dean Fenenga

Tennessee

Linda Chambers

Texas

Sue Shanks

Turkey

Burcu Delen
Elif Kiziltan

Pasquale DiLego
Laurie Abeel
Adam Law
Barbara Sailors
Ron Rogillio

Mary Bykowski
Marcia McChesney
Johanne Koser
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